Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to study the ion and water distribution around a spherical charged nanoparticle. A soft nanoparticle model was designed using a set of hydrophobic interaction sites distributed in six concentric spherical layers. In order to simulate the effect of charged functionalyzed groups on the nanoparticle surface, a set of charged sites were distributed in the outer layer. Four charged nanoparticle models, from a surface charge value of −0.035 C m −2 to −0.28 C m −2 , were studied in NaCl and CaCl 2 salt solutions at 1 M and 0.1 M concentrations to evaluate the effect of the surface charge, counterion valence, and concentration of added salt. We obtain that Na + and Ca 2 + ions enter inside the soft nanoparticle. Monovalent ions are more accumulated inside the nanoparticle surface, whereas divalent ions are more accumulated just in the plane of the nanoparticle surface sites. The increasing of the the salt concentration has little effect on the internalization of counterions, but significantly reduces the number of water molecules that enter inside the nanoparticle. The manner of distributing the surface charge in the nanoparticle (uniformly over all surface sites or discretely over a limited set of randomly selected sites) considerably affects the distribution of counterions in the proximities of the nanoparticle surface.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nanoparticles are an object of intense scientific investigation because of their potential application in a variety of fields, such as medicine, cosmetics, toxicology, food, and enviroment sciences. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The understanding of the properties and processes occurring in solutions of charged nanoparticles requires the determination of the structure of the interfacial region between their charged surface and the diffuse layer of coions and counterions, commonly referred as electrical double layer (EDL). Theoretical approaches, based on Poisson Boltzmann or integral equation theories, and computer simulations, such as Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics, have been done to study the EDL in different geometries. [9] [10] [11] Computer simulations of spherical nanoparticles have been carried out at different levels of approximation depending on the treatment of water, ions, and colloidal particles. Initially, Monte Carlo simulations of spherical nanoparticles were performed in the context of the primitive model, in which ions are treated as charged hard spheres and solvent is considered as a continuous medium. When counterions and coions have the same size, this model is referred to as a restricted primitive model. These approaches have been employed to identify the range of validity of analytical expressions based on Poisson-Boltzmann (PB), integral equations or density functional theories. [12] [13] [14] [15] Polyelectrolyte adsorption a) Electronic mail: s.madurga@ub.edu. URL: www.ub.edu/biophyschem.
on charged nanoparticles was also studied at the primitive level. 16 The limitations of the primitive model to properly describe the EDL of a spherical nanoparticle were identified by Monte Carlo simulations in which water molecules were modelled as neutral hard disk spheres. 17, 18 These authors concluded that the explicit consideration of water molecules affects the layering and charge inversion properties. It should be pointed out that in all these previous studies, the nanoparticle was modelled as a hard sphere being impenetrable to other particles of the system.
On the other hand, Rakitin and Pack studied the ion distribution around micelles with different approaches; first, using MC simulations within a Primitive Model 19 and comparing the results with the PB model, then using MD simulations with explicit water molecules and different monovalent cations. 20 They showed that there is an agreement between MC and MD results. The charged head group-ion distance increases in the same sense of the ionic radius. Finally, they concluded that the loss of waters of hydration from the simple electrolyte ions imply that the bare ion radii are a better measure of the ion size in the vicinity of the micelles.
Recently, Semashko et al. simulated the EDL of a spherical micelle using different models for both the colloid and water molecules. 21 They concluded that explicit molecules are required for the correct description of the EDL properties. A permeable spherical micelle was simulated in the presence of monovalent ions by Brodskaya to study the role of water in the formation of the EDL. In this work, we study the EDL of a soft model of a hydrophobic nanoparticle functionalized with polar groups being permeable to ions and water molecules. In a previous work, we studied the EDL around a functionalyzed latex nanoparticle in the context of the primitive model. 10, 11, 23 Now, the effect of considering explicit water molecules and of using a soft model for the nanoparticle is analyzed by means of molecular dynamics simulations. A series of simulations covering different conditions was carried out to evaluate the effect of the surface charge, valence of counterion, and concentration of added salt.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In order to study the EDL of a typical hydrophobic nanoparticle functionalyzed with groups that can be charged, for example modifying the pH conditions, a soft nanoparticle model having a different number of surface charges was designed ( Figure 1 ). The nanoparticle is considered to be formed by a set of interaction sites distributed along six concentric spherical layers. The arrangement of nanoparticle sites in spherical geometry allows us to easily analyse the behaviour of water and ions in the proximities of the nanoparticle surface by means of radial distribution functions. A program was developed to generate the coordinates of the sites in the different layers. An iterative procedure is used to add progressively new sites at random positions of a surface sphere if they do not overlap with previous sites in the same layer. A hard sphere radius of 0.25 nm is assigned to the nanoparticle sites. We generated six concentric layers having a radius of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.0 nm. The total number of sites in the nanoparticle are 942 and those that belong to the outer layer are 370. The hard sphere radius is only used in the procedure to build up the nanoparticle. During the molecular dynamics simulations, the interactions of these sites with the ionic solution were calculated using the values of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters corresponding to methane molecules in the Gromacs ffG43a1 force-field (σ = 0.37 nm, = 1.264 kJ). No charge was assigned to the sites that belong to the inner five layers, modelling a completely hydrophobic core of the nanoparticle. In the outer layer (6th layer), some sites were assigned a negative charge according to the total charge of the nanoparticle. We think that the selected parameters are appropriated because, as expected for a completely hydrophobic nanoparticle, in its non-charged state, water molecules are not able to enter inside the particle during a 5 ns molecular dynamics calculation.
We have generated four nanoparticle charged models randomly distributing a negative charge over 25, 50, 100, or 200 sites in the outer layer (or surface sites). Consequently, the surface charge densities of these four nanoparticles correspond to −0.035, −0.07, −0.14, and −0.28 C m forces were calculated with a cutoff of 1.4 nm. The electrostatic forces were calculated by the Particle-Mesh Ewald method 28 using a real-space cutoff of 1.4 nm with a grid spacing of 0.12 nm. The system was simulated at constant volume and at constant temperature of 300 K, using the velocity rescaling thermostat. 29 In the molecular dynamics calculations, the nanoparticle sites were fixed with a force constant of 10 000 kJ mol −1 nm −1 . Bond distances and angle of more than 123 000 Simple Point Charge (SPC) water molecules were constrained using the SETTLE algorithm. 30 For each of the four charged models of the nanoparticle, different molecular dynamics calculations were carried out at 0.1 M and 1 M concentrations of NaCl or CaCl 2 . In all cases, at least 10 ns were performed using the first 5 ns as an equilibration period. Calculations were performed with the MareNostrum supercomputer at the Barcelona Supercomputer Center and in the IQTCUB cluster at the Barcelona University.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of monovalent counterions
The local density of Na + ions in function of the distance to the center of the nanoparticle is shown in Figure 2 (a) for 0.1 M NaCl solution. As expected, the density of Na + in the proximities of the surface (3 nm) is lower for the lower charged nanoparticle. This density increases with the number of surface charged sites because more Na + ions are required to compensate the surface charge.
In all nanoparticle models, the density profile of Na Na + ions situated between the last two spherical layers of the nanoparticle. Those that are located at a distance of 3.0 nm correspond to ions that are situated in the surface of the outer layer among several surface sites, and those that are locate at a distance greater than 3.0 nm correspond to Na + ions situated outside the nanoparticle. The height of the three peaks reveals that in all cases, there is a significant ion population in these three zones. Thus, we obtain that Na + ions are able to enter inside the nanoparticle because a non-null density of Na + ions is obtained below 3.0 nm. To interpret the shape of these collection of peaks, we have to bear in mind that below 3.0 nm, there is an important excluded volume effect produced by the nanoparticle sites. Ions are obligated to occupy favourable electrostatic positions that are not occupied by the sites of the nanoparticle. These positions correspond to the series of peaks observed in Figure 2 . In addition, it can be seen that the amount of counterions able to enter inside the nanoparticle (below 3.0 nm) and those close to the surface (below 3.25 nm) increase with the increment of the surface charge (Table I) . For example, at 0.1 M NaCl concentration, we have only 3 Na + ions inside the −25e charged nanoparticle (below a distance of 3.0 nm), and 86 Na + inside the −200e (−0.28 C m −2 ) charged nanoparticle. In contrast, Cl-ions do not enter inside the nanoparticle because of the electrostatic repulsion with the negatively charged surface sites. A nonnull density of Cl-ions starts at 0.2-0.3 nm from the surface and increases progressively at longer distances to achieve the bulk value (results not shown).
In Figure 2 (b), it can be seen the charge accumulation from the center of the nanoparticle to different radial values. This is calculated using the r 0 i n i (r)z i dr expression, where z i is the valence and n i (r) is the number of particles of type i at a distance r from the nanoparticle center. The charge integration has been computed for nanoparticles with a charge of −25e, −50e, −100e, and −200e (or equivalently to −0.035, −0.07, −0.14, and −0.28 C m −2 ) immersed in a 0.1 M NaCl solution. In all cases, the profiles start from zero because no charge is located below the 2.5 nm layer of the nanoparticle. Then, an increase of the accumulated charge is observed in all the profiles because some Na + ions enter inside the nanoparticle (below 3.0 nm). The charged sites of the nanoparticle are situated in the outer layer, at 3.0 nm from its center. Thus, at this distance, the accumulated charge sums the −25e, −50e, −100e, or −200e charges for the four nanoparticle models and the profiles show a drop. For distances longer than 3 nm, all profiles show a monotonic increase going to the zero value indicating that the system is neutralized. In all cases, no overcharging phenomena is observed because there is no maximum in the profiles of the accumulated charge beyond 3.0 nm.
To study the effect of the bulk concentration of the NaCl salt on the electrostatic properties of the system, we performed a new series of molecular dynamics calculations considering now that each nanoparticles is immersed in a 1 M NaCl solution. The obtained profiles for the local density of Na + at 1 M concentration (Figure 3(a) ) show an accumulation of counterions in the same region, from 2.75 to 3.25 nm, as in the case of 0.1 M (Figure 2(a) ). For both concentrations, we obtain a significant counterion population inside and outside the nanoparticle for all charged models. However, at 1 M concentration, the peak around 3.25 is higher for all nanoparticle models. Thus, the increase of bulk concentration makes that more quantity of counterions appears in the interface. The accumulated values of Na + ions until a distance of 3.0 nm and until 3.25 nm from the center of the nanoparticle can be seen in Table I . The integration numbers of Na + ions until a distance of 3.0 nm are similar for both concentrations. However, the integration until 3.25 nm gives greatest values for the cases with 1 M NaCl concentration. Thus, the effect of increasing the bulk salt concentration is an increase of the quantity of counterions in the external part of the surface. We also have to take into account that this greatest accumulation of counterions is accompanied with a greatest accumulation of coions. Consequently, the obtained profiles for the accumulated charge at 1 M NaCl concentration (Figure 3(b) ) are similar to those obtained at 0.1 M NaCl concentration in the proximity of the nanoparticle surface with the exception of the −200e (−0.28 C m −2 ) charged model. This different behaviour is explained because only in this case the density of Cl − ions has a maximum around 3.4 nm (results not shown). As expected, in all cases we observed that the neutralization of the system for 1 M NaCl is reached at closer distances than for 0.1 M NaCl. Because there is no maximum with the positive value of the accumulated charge profiles after 3.0 nm, no overcharging is produced at 1 M NaCl. Figure 4 shows the distribution of water molecules with respect to the distance to the center of the nanoparticles for both 0.1 M and 1 M NaCl concentrations. It can be seen that water molecules can internalize into the nanoparticle in a region between the last two layers of sites. More water molecules are internalized as the charge of the nanoparticle increases. This behaviour is explained because water molecules can establish hydrogen bonds with the negatively charged sites of the surface, and with the counterions being positively charged. In can be seen that for the same nanoparticle charge, more water molecules can enter inside the nanoparticle for the case of 0.1 M than with respect to the 1 M NaCl (Table I) . Thus, at a higher concentration of NaCl, fewer water molecules appear inside the charged nanoparticle. To sum up, we obtain that the increase of bulk salt concentration does not modify significantly the permeability of the nanoparticle to the penetration of counterions, however the penetration of solvent molecules diminishes.
B. Effect of divalent counterions
The local density of Ca 2 + ions in a function of the distance to the center of the nanoparticle is shown in Figure 5 (a) for a 0.1 M CaCl 2 solution. Important differences can be observed with respect to the corresponding profiles for NaCl solution at the same concentration (Figure 2(a) ). A marked maximum in the density of Ca 2 + ions is located just at the distance of the surface sites in the outer layer, at 3.0 nm. Thus, the general tendency is that the divalent ions are less internalized than the monovalent ions remaining at the same dis- tance as the charged sites of the nanoparticle. This conclusion is also reached from the comparison of the integration numbers of Ca 2 + ions until 3.0 nm with respect to the Na + at the same conditions (Table II) . However, this situation is reversed when we compared the integration number of counterions until a distance of 3.25 nm. The number of Na + ions are always less than the number of Ca 2 + multiplied per its valence. The only exception corresponds to the case of the lowest charged nanoparticle surrounded by the lowest salt concentration. In this case, a similar value for the accumulated density multiplied by the ion valence is obtained. This result contrasts with the one obtained from simulations using the primitive model with a hard nanoparticle model, in which the accumulated charge profile for divalent ions is, at all distances, greater than the corresponding to the monovalent ions. 13 The local density of Ca 2 + ions in function of the distance to the center of the nanoparticle is shown in Figure 6 (a) for a 1 M CaCl 2 solution. At this concentration, there are no peaks around 2.8 nm, whereas the density of the peaks around 3.0 nm increases with the nanoparticle charge. These two different tendencies are counterbalanced and the integration of the number of Ca 2 + ions until 3.0 nm gives similar quantities for both concentrations at each charged nanoparticle (Table II) . The maximum difference, around 5-6 counterions, is obtained for the −200e charged nanoparticle. With respect to the integration until 3.25 nm, we observe in all cases an important increase of the number of counterions going from 0.1 M CaCl 2 solution to 1 M concentration. Thus, the effect of increasing the bulk concentration of the divalent salt is the increase of the quantity of counterions in the external part of the surface as observed also in the simulations of the monovalent salt.
The profile of the accumulated charge with respect to the distance to the center of the nanoparticle for a 0.1 M CaCl 2 solution is shown in Figure 5 (b). For −25e (−0.035 C m −2 ), −50e (−0.07 C m −2 ), and −100e (−0.14 C m −2 ) charged nanoparticles, a monotonic increase of the accumulated charge up to zero is observed. For the case of the −200e (−0.28 C m −2 ) charged model, a wider maximum is observed around 3.8 nm. Because of the great width and low accumulated charge value of this maximum, these conditions seem to be the point for this system where the overcharging phenomenon starts to appear. In contrast, in the simulations with 1 M CaCl 2 solutions (Figure 6 exists in all these situations. The highest maximum corresponds to the −200e case with an accumulated charge of around 40e indicating that 20 Ca 2 + ions more than the required to compensate the charge of the nanoparticle are localized close to its surface.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the distribution of water molecules with respect to the distance to the center of the nanoparticle for both 0.1 M and 1 M CaCl 2 concentrations. As observed in the simulations with NaCl, water molecules can internalize into the nanoparticle between the last two layers of sites. The number of internal water molecules increases with the nanoparticle charge. The effect of increasing the bulk salt on the internalization of water is the same as observed for the monovalent salt. A smaller number of water molecules are internalized with the increase of CaCl 2 concentration (Table II) To analyze the different internalization behaviour of Na + and Ca 2 + ions, we computed the number of water molecules in their first solvation shell as a function of the distance of the ion to the nanoparticle center (Figure 8 ). It can be seen that the coordination number of Na + and Ca 2 + ions is constant at long distances from the nanoparticle (with values between 7 and 8 for Ca 2 + and between 4 and 5 for Na + ) and it diminishes in the proximities of the nanoparticle surface. Na + ions lose about one coordinated water molecule in going from the bulk to the interface (in the 2.8 to 3.2 nm distance range). At a distance of 2.7 nm, a position where the Na + ion is already internalized, only one water molecule is kept in the solvation shell. In contrast, Ca 2 + ions lose about two water molecules in going from the bulk to the interface at a distances 2.9, 3.1, and 3.2 nm. However, because of the greater size of Ca 2 + , at 3.0 nm (the bottleneck distance to enter in the nanoparticle holes) Ca 2 + loses an additional water molecule. In contrast to Na + ions, the Ca 2 + ions lose all the coordinated water molecules at the distance of 2.8 nm. Thus, its smaller size allows the Na + ions keeping a greater number of coordinated waters at 2. number is the reason why the first peak in the density of Na + that appears at 2.8 nm is missing in the Ca 2 + profiles.
C. Effect of discretization of the surface charge
To study the effect of discretization of the surface charge of the nanoparticle, a new set of simulations were performed distributing the surface charge over all the 370 surface sites. For the nanoparticle with a charge of −100e, all the sites were assigned a fractional charge of −100/370e maintaining the same surface charge density of −0.14 C m −2 . In Figure 9 (a), it can be seen that for 0.1 M and 1 M CaCl 2 concentrations, Ca 2 + ions are distributed in a different way depending on if the −100e charge is distributed randomly over 100 out of 370 surface sites, or if all the surface sites are charged with the −100/370e value. In the simulations using the uniform charge distribution, the density profile of Ca 2 + ions in function of the distance to the center of the nanoparticle shows only one maximum located at longer distances from the nanoparticle surface sites. At both concentrations, Ca 2 + ions are accumulated at longer distances from the surface than in the case of simulations using the discrete distribution of the nanoparticle charge. Thus, the selected model for the distribution of the nanoparticle charge affects the counterion distribution and its degree of permeability. This effect is not observed when a mean field theory that considers a uniform charge density for the nanoparticle surface is used.
Important differences are also observed in the profiles of the accumulated charge between simulations with uniform and discrete charge distribution in the nanoparticle surface ( Figure 9(b) ). For the case of uniform distribution, the profiles are shifted around 0.4 nm to longer distances. For the system with a 1 M CaCl 2 concentration, the overcharging phenomenon is observed for both distribution models but the peak of the profile is also shifted to longer distances from the nanoparticle surface when the charge distribution is uniform.
The comparison of the distribution of water molecules obtained for simulations with 0.1 M CaCl 2 and 1 M CaCl 2 solutions using the discrete charge model and the uniform charge model of the −0.14 C m −2 nanoparticle can be seen in Figure 10 . In the uniform charge distribution, the density of water molecules below 3.0 nm is lower than the observed for the simulation using a discrete random distribution of the nanoparticle charge, and no maximum is observed for the water density inside the nanoparticle. As with the uniform charge distribution, a smaller charge value is assigned to the surface sites, hydrogen bonds are too much weak to stabilise water molecules inside the nanoparticle. Thus, the procedure used to distribute the nanoparticle surface charge has important effects on the distribution of both counterions and water molecules.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The EDL of a spherical charged soft nanoparticle in different salt solutions was studied by molecular dynamics simulations using a soft colloidal model. We varied the charge of the nanoparticle, the valence of the counterions, and the bulk concentration of the added salt.
We obtained that Na + and Ca 2 + ions are able to internalize into the nanoparticle. Monovalent ions are more accumulated inside the nanoparticle surface whereas divalent ions are more accumulated just in the plane of the nanoparticle surface sites. The increase of bulk concentration of NaCl or CaCl 2 reduces the internalization of water molecules whereas the counterion permeability remains nearly constant.
The different behaviour of Na + and Ca 2 + ions in the surface of the nanoparticle is related to the ability to keep a significant number of coordinated water molecules. Na + ions, being smaller than Ca 2 + ions, are able to keep a significant number of coordinated water molecules and to internalize 0.1 nm more inside than Ca 2 + ions. The way that the charge is distributed over the nanoparticle surface yields very different profiles for counterion and water molecules. In particular, using a uniform charge distribution the permeability of the nanoparticle to counterions and water molecules is significantly reduced.
